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The E11EVEN MIAMI Ultraclub Experience
An immersive adventure encompassing the luxury and sophistication of a one-of-kind experience, the world’s
only 24/7 Ultraclub, E11EVEN MIAMI is entertainment reimagined. Winner of the prestigious "Best New Concept"
award, as well as landing on the "Top-10 Nightclubs in America" awarded by Nightclub & Bar, plus the "Top-50
Clubs in the world" listed by DJ Magazine and ranked #6 in the “World’s Top-10 New Year’s Eve Celebrations”
by Yahoo Travel, stabilizing its presence as one of the most sought-after venue for both public and private
events alike.

This high energy social playground known for live performances by some of the biggest stars such as Usher,
Drake, Nicki Minaj, Big Sean, Vin Diesel, and Nicky Jam to name a few, also draws in chart-topping DJs such as
The Chainsmokers, DIPLO, Steve Aoki, Skrillex, and Zedd among others who have performed their DJ sets in the
state-of-the-art DJ booth. The most modern accoutrements blend with premium bottle service, a delectable food
menu, and five-star hospitality all offered in an alluring environment that is as sexy as it is sophisticated.
E11EVEN MIAMI is strictly a 21 years of age and over nightclub and must have a valid ID to enter, no exceptions.
Where is E11EVEN Miami Located?

E11EVEN MIAMI is centrally-located in the heart of downtown, just blocks from Wynwood, the FTX Arena,
Brickell, and minutes from South Beach. This $40 million award-winning landmark destination seamlessly
operates as a nightclub and after-hours experience. The 20,000-SF space is perfectly designed to entertain and
entice.

E11EVEN SOUND by DAS Audio
 
E11EVEN boasts 20,000 square feet of social entertainment. The club is decked out with a state of art sound system designed
by John Fiorito through iDesign, E11EVEN’s exclusive audio technician who is tasked to maintain the system 24/7 delivering
the ultimate guest interaction experience with audio providing the utmost clarity for DJs and live acts. The sound system was
specifically designed for E11EVEN’s party pit and is a partnership with DAS Audio. The dance floor ambiance is achieved with
600 square feet of LED video walls and lighting, including 58 moving head fixtures within the party pit and the ceiling



mounted Halo centerpiece composed of 380 LED strips. A hydraulic elevating stage, fully equipped DJ booth with Kryogenifex
special effects and L-Acoustic Cara monitors endorsed by DJ Tiesto, and Pioneer’s latest technology DJ equipment complete
the suite. The perfect backdrop for the club’s Cirque-style theatrical performances, with elaborate custom costumes,
choreographed go-go dancers, aerialists, contortionist, and interactive characters which all take center stage.

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/the-e11even-miami-ultraclub-experience-miami-40
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